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PREFACE
This report is one of four in a sequence describing and evaluating
the modeling of the total storm rainfall due to stationary events. These
reports are
Report No. 305 "Spatial Poisson Models of Stationary Storm Rainfall:
Theoretical Development" by I. Rodriguez-Iturbe, Q.
Wang, P. S. Eagleson, and B. L. Jacobs.
Report 'No. 306 "Spatial Analysis of Storm Depths from an Arizona
Raingage Network" by N. Fennessey, P. S. Eagleson,
Q. Wang, and I. Rodriguez-Iturbe.
Report No. 307 "Spatial Characteristics of Observed Precipitation
(Vols. 1 and 2) Fields: A Catalog of Summer Storms in Arizona" by
N. Fennessey, P. S. Eagleson, Q. Wang, and
I. Rodriguez-Iturbe.
Report No. 308 "Spatial Poisson Models of Stationary Storm Rainfall:
Parameterization, Evaluation and Numerical Simulation"
by Q. Wang, N. Fennessey, P. S. Eagleson, and
I. Rodriguez-Iturbe.
They are all available from
Director
Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory
Room 48-311
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
The raw data were provided by the Agricultural Research Service
(U.S. Department of Agriculture), and are available from their data
center in Beltsville, Maryland.
Data tables for the 428 identified storms are available on computer
tape from the above MIT address along with a computer program for
retrieving the data for a particular storm.
Abstract
Eight years of summer raingage observations are analyzed for a
dense, 93 gage, network operated by the U.S.-Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Research Service, in the 150 km Walnut Gulch catchment
near Tucson, Arizona. Storms are defined by the total depths collected
at each raingage during the noon-to-noon period for which there was depth
recorded at any of the gages. For each of the resulting 428 storms, the
93 gage depths are interpolated onto a dense grid and the resulting
random field is analyzed. Presented are: storm depth isohyets at 2 mm
contour intervals, first three moments of point storm depth, spatial
correlation function, spatial variance function, and the spatial distri-
bution of total rainstorm depth.
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This work is part of a larger study of the spatial characteristics
of storm precipitation which is designed to improve the way in which the
spatial variability of storms is handled in hydrologic computation.
This, the first phase of the work, deals with the simplest case, rain-
storms that are essentially stationary in space.
The storms are modeled conceptually as an agglomeration of rain-
producing cells distributed randomly in two dimensions. The theoretical
analysis of the resulting random field is presented in the first of the
four reports in this series (No. 305).
The parameters of the conceptual model are evaluated from the anal-
ysis of eight years of summer rainstorm data collected by the Agricul-
tural Research Service (U.S. Department of Agriculture) at a dense rain-
gage network in their Walnut Gulch experimental catchment near Tucson,
Arizona. The occurrence of measurable rain at any one of the catchment1s
93 gages during a noon-to-noon day defines a "storm day". The total
rainfall at each of the gages during a storm day constitutes the data set
for a single storm. The data are interpolated onto a fine grid and
analyzed to obtain: an isohyetal plot at 2 mm intervals, the first three
moments of point storm depth, the spatial correlation function, the
spatial variance function, and the spatial distribution of the total
storm depth. The description of the data analysis and the computer
programs necessary to read the associated data tapes are presented in the
second report (No. 306).
The two volumes of this, the third report, contain the results of
the data analysis for the 428 storms identified during the eight data
PRECEDING FAGS BLANK NO?
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years available. Each storm is described on a single sheet (both
sides). The front of the sheet contains the isohyetal plot in the lower
left hand corner of which are the mean and standard deviation of the
observed raingage depths. Below this are plots of the spatial correla-
tion and variance functions. On the reverse side is a data table which
presents: the calculated values of the moments of the interpolated grid-
point depths, the fraction of the basin which is wetted, the fraction of
the basin which remains dry, the spatial correlation function, the
spatial variance function, and the spatial distribution of total storm
depth.
The fourth and final report in the series (No. 308) contains the
split-sample parameter estimation and model evaluation as well as a


















10 12 14 16 18
Kilometers
20 22 26 28
Spatial Correlation Variance Function
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 2B.O 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
Storm Day June 22 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area:
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.286
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.270
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.771
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 4.386
Spatial Distribution















































































































































Contour Interval: 2 mm.
E ( Y o ) - 0.64 mm.
S . D . ( Y o ) - 1.07 mm.
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Spatial Correlation Variance Function
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
Storm Day June 28 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.347
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.653
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.706
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.994
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.847
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
y(mm.) Acw/Ac (Y>y)
Spatial Correlation




































































































































Contour Interval- 2 mm.
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 <.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flreo (square kilometers)
Storm Day June 29 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.653
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.347
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0-517
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 3-046
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 4-609
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0
Variance Function
0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flreo (square kilometers)
Storm Day July 1 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.520
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.1*80
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.382
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.380
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.693
Spatial Distribution
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10 12 H 16
Kllometer-s
20 22 26 30
Spatial Correlation Variance Function
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 1.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
Storm Day July 2 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.920
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.080
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.033
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.032
Coef, of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 7-127
Spatial Distribution













































































































































Contour Interval: 2 mm.
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0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
Rrea (square kilometers)
n
Storm Day July 7 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.064
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.936
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.752
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 9.454
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.444
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Spatial Correlation Variance Function
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O 6.0
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
Is-
cs
0.0 1.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
13
Storm Day July 8 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.609
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.391
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.531
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 1.111
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 2.109
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 <-0 B.O 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
15
Storm Day July 13 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.710
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.290
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.238
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.452
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 3-682
Spatial Distribution











































































































































Contour Interval: 2 mm
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0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
17
Storm Day July 17 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.712
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.288
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.115
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 0.081
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 2.976
Spatial Distribution
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T r
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19
Storm Day July 18 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.889
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.111
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.043
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.052
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 7.203
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
Rrea (square kilometers)
Storm Day July 19 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.031
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.969
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4.610
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 22.077
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.588
Spatial Distribution
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Kilometers
22 21 26 28 30
Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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0.0 l.O 2.0 3.0 1.0 5.0
Spotlol Log v (kilometers)
6 0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16 0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 35 0
Rreo (square kilometers)
23
Storm Day July 20 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area,: .(Acd/Ac) =0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) = l .000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 20.640
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=185.010
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.997
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 1.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 21.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
25
Storm Day July 21 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*71
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.529
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.257
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.117
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.182
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 1.0 S.O 12.0 16.0 20.0 21.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
27
Storm Day July 21» 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.122
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.878
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 7«969
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1,8.831
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0,51,9
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
29
Storm Day July 25 1970
. * * " • : » -
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.276
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.721*
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.839
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 20.485
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.733
Spatial Distribution



















































































































































































































Contour Interval? 2 mm
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 S.O
Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 1.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
firea (square kilometers)
31
Storm Day July 2? 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.529
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.471
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 1.176
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 4-878
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.216
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function


















































































































































Contour Interval- 2 mm.
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" ..... """"" Boundary
10 12 H 16
KLLometers
18 20 22 26 28 30







0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.Q
SpatLaL Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
33
Storm Day July 28 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.003
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.997
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 9.744
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 53-787
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.191
Spatial Distribution

































































































































































Contour Interval.: 2 mm
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0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
35
Storm Day July 29 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.650
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.350
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.278
Variance of Point.Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 28-928
Coef. of Skewness of. Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.663
Spatial Distribution




































































































































































Contour Interval: 2 mm.
Legend
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Spatial Lag v (kilometers)
6.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
flrea (square kilometers)
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Storm Day July 30 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.002
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.998
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 5.178
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 6-965
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.863
Spatial Distribution
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Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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flrea (square kilometers)
39
Storm Day July 31 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.023
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.977
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 10.129
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 64-582
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.445
Spatial Distribution
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Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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flrea (square kilometers)
41
Storm Day Aug 1 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.003
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.997
Expected" Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 12.988
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)= 41-904
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.948
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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flrea (square kilometers)
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Storm Day Aug 2 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) = l .000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 7.012
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 21.048
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.484
Spatial Distribution
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0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 35.0
flrea (square kilometers)
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Storm Day Aug 3 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.287
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0'.713
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.067
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.681
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.123
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 4 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.682
Wetted Fraction of Total Bas.in Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.318
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.552
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.095
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.067
Spatial Distribution
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SpotLoL Log v IkLLometers)




Storm Day Aug 5 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.621*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.376
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.435
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 0.959
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 2.924
Spatial Distribution
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51
Storm Day Aug 6 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.833
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.167
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.399
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.776
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 5-196
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 7 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.317
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.683
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.393
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 6-158
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 3-315
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 8 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.149
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.851
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 5-490
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 53.891
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.988
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 9 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.004
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.996
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 7-552
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 36-318
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.613
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 10 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=l.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 17.618
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y) =» 44*128
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.134
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Aug 11 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.739
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.261
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.503
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 5.236
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 7.259
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Aug 14 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.041*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.956
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 4-812
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 23.184
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.146
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 15 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.172
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.828
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 2.177
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 6-466
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.498
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 16 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 12.850
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y)=131.970
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.953
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 17 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.004
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.996
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 5-587
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 50-220
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.187
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 18 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.829
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.171
Expected Value of Point. Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.172
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 0.491
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 5-069
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 19 1970
Dr1/ Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.467
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.533
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 1.073
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 5-556
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.748
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 21 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.945
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.055
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.028
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.036
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 8.099
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 22 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.050
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.950
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4-121
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 14«551
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.924
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 23 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.080
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.920
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1».1»57
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 18-991*
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)<= 1.1*12
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 26 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.339
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.661
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 1-907
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 7-569
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.301
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 2 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.661
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.339
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.240
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.541
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 4.1*08
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Sept 3 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 11.431
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 3-543
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0^ 687
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Sept 1» 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 9.434
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 10.152
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= -0.021
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 8 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.315
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.685
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 6-400
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=105.592
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.646
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 9 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 8.003
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 10.486
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.933
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 11 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.907
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.093
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.054
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.112
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 7.622
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 12 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.785
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.215
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.055
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.020
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.829
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Sept 30 1970
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.189
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.811
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1-344
Variance of Point,Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 1-937
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 1.31*1
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day June 24 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.014
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0-986
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 6.621
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1*0.557
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.471
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 2 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.079
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.921
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 3-563
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 9-737
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.985
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 3 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.639
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.361
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.377
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.993
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.691
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 5 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.503
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.1*97
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.258
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 5-161
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 2.670
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 10 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.563
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.437
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.561
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.365
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 3.282
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day July 13 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.932
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.068
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.040
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.01*2
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 6.178
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 16 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.035
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.965
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 3.065
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 11.816
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.985
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 17 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.759
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.241
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 1.0914
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 11-375
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-384
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 18 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.020
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.980
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 6.209
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1*0.297
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.646
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 19 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.458
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.542
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.652
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.651 •
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.959
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 20 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.344
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.656
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.905
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 13-831
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.764
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 21 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.531
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.469
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 1.652
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 22.1*17
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 3-996
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 23 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.01?
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.983
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 23.769
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=268.325
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.355
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 2k 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 12.120
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 25-709
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.002
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 26 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*1*0
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.560
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.871
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.054
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.989
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 27 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.022
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.978
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 3.015
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 5-879
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.201*
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 28 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.031
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.969
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 7.076
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 23.848
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.646
Spatial Distribution



















































































































































































Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 29 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.187
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.813
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 2.311
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 8-717
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.637
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 30 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=l.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4.077
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 3-159
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.775
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 31 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.017
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.983
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 5-338
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 13-323
•
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.089
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 1 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.91*8
Wetted Fraction of Total' Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.052
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.038
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 0.077
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 9-447
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 3 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.002
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.998
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 5.02k
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 4-816
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.945
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 8 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.275
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.725
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 2.846
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 17-968
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.759
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 10 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 27-526
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y)=174.063
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 0.221
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 11 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.513
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.487
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = ' 1.566
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 9-080
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.160
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 12 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 20.985
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 53-595
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.031
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 13 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0-953
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.047
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.007
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.002
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 7-886
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 14 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.021*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.976
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 4-350
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 12.415
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.656
Spatial Distribution-
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 16 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.398
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.602
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.059
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 4.251
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-219
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 1? 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.571
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.429
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 2.015
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 12.369
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.825
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Aug 18 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 26.033
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 56.754
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= -0.320
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 19 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0-524
Wetted Fraction of Total Basfn Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.476
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.308
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.383
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.381
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 20 1971
1
 " \
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.144
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.856
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 5.097
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 32.627
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.215
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 21 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.409
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.591
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.218
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 13.1*35
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.751
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 23 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.487
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.513
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 2.656
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 23.056
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.050
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 24 1971
i
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 7-997
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 33«428
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.874
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 27 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.071
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.929
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)» 4.692
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 19-056
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.096
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 28 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.016
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.984
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 3-894
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 19-747
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.131
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 31 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.691
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.309
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.503
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.461
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-920
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 1 1971
Dry Fraction'of 'Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.001
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.999
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 3.872
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 21.587
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-382
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 2 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.514
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.486
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.063
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 3.560
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.711
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 3 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0-340
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.660
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 1-366
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y) = 4.099
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1-735
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 5 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.518
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.1*82
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.11,6
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.072
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.91*5
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Sept 6 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.733
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.267
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.087
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.056
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.207
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 7 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.940
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.060
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.051
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.135
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 8-958
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 8 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.001*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.996
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.938
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 12.814
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 5-549
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 16 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.935
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.065
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.008
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 0.002
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 5-1*88
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 17 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.679
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.321
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.127
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.121
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 4-525
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 18 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 17.799
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 26.270
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.568
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 28 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac")= 1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.554
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.386
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 2.572
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Sept 29 1971
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.003
Wetted Fraction of Total-Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.997
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 11.882
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 18-302
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.012
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 1» 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.624
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.376
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.195
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.190
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.153
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 5 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.010
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.990
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 3-963
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y) = 2.1,39
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.467
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day June 6 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)s0.012
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.988
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 24-434
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y)=113.449
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = -0.661
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day June 7 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.688
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.312
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.080
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.035
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.831
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 8 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.016
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.981*
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4-511
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 10.935
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 0.537
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 9 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.800
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.200
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.047
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.018
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.481
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 11 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.323
Wetted Fraction of Total"Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.677
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.166
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.862
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 2.011*
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 12 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.050
Wetted" Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.950
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4-307
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 14-687
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.172
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June Ik 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.158
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.842
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 6-417
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)« 35.642
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.589
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day June 17 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.929
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.071
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.017
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.008
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 6.629
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 20 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*29
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.571
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.166
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.071
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.557
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 5 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.187
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.813
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.873
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 10.689
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 3.056
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day July 6 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.711
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.289
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.309
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.676
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 3.11»5
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 7 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.458
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.542
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.868
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 1.606
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.55k
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 8 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.936
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.061*
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.022
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.014
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 6.192
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 9 1972
»
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.896
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.104
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.035
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.023
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 4-938
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 10 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.186
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.814
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.762
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 15.302
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.611
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 12 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.175
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.825
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.691
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 4-393
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.795
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July Ik 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.092
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.908
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.779
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y) = 3.042
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.1*57
Spatial Distribution
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• Storm Day July 15 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)*0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=l .000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 15.274
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 32.682
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.795
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day July 16 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.475
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.525
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.41*5
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.613
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.582
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 19 1972
i
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.312
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.688
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1.330
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)- 4-441
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.146
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 22 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 13-734
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 41.077
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.876
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 23 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.643
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.357
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)« 0.142
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 0.124
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 3.805
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 24 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.004
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.996
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 19.046
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=305.948
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.120
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 25 1972
Dry fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.482
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.518
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 1.224
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 5-817
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)» 2.969
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 26 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.742
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.258
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.982
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 7.311
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 3.072
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 28 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.070
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.930
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 7.1»18
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 25- 141
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 0.289
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 29 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.300
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.700
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.389
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.270
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.561*
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 3 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.071
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.929
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 1.875
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y) = 8-132
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.500
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug k 1972
i
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.819
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.181
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.072
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.037
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.918
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 5 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.198
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.802
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4-687
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 35-809
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.306
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 6 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 10.935
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 22.944
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.482
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 8 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.001
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.999
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 9-785
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 29.731
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.602
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 9 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected VaJue of Point" Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4-583
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 16.030
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.814
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 10 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.617
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.383
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.205
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.258
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.289
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 12 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 29-425
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=342.981
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.073
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 13 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.682
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.318
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.561
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.087
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-076
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 17 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*71*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.526
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.653
Variance of Point Depth (mm. ,sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.023
Cpef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-816
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 18 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.260
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.740
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.779
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.716
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-278
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 19 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.992
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.008
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.001
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.000
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 16-758
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 25 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 7.271
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 3-948
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.333
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 26 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=l.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 10.625
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 19-970
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.034
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 28 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.093
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.90?
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 3-061
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 8-325
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.949
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 29 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.001
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.999
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 10.508
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 28.287
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.927
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 30 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.773
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.227
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.067
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.096
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 8-865
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 31 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.665
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.335
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 1.21,8
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 11.883
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.{Y) = 3-138
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 1 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.040
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0,960
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 10.329
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var (Y)=223.648
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.11»8
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 2 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 8-065
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 27.. 110
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.830
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 5 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.832
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.168
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.057
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.035
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 4.179
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 6 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.01*8
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.952
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 6-539
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 41*.316
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.404
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth
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Storm Day Sept 7 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.954
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.046
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.004
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.001
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 8.226
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 9 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.561»
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.436
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.590
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 4.651*
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 7-757
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Sept 10 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.784
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.216
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.169
Variance of Point Depth (mnr. sq.): Var(Y) = 0.200
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.203
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 11 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.283
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.717
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.702
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 11.036
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.238
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 13 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.882
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.118
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.235
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 3-768
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 11.208
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Sept 14 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.504
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.496
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.748
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 3-086
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-486
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Sept 15 1972
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.674
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.326
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.51*0
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.221*
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-1*99
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 1 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.757
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.243
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.086
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.060
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 3-492
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 11 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.352
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.61*8
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 2.027
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 10.155
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)«= 2.023
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 12 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.011
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.989
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 12.759
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y) = 11.738
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = -0.829
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day June 13 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.750.
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.250
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.035
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.010
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y} = 3-955
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 2 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.017
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.983
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.723
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 2.531
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 0.408
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 5 1973
Dry Fraction of Jotal Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.192
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.808
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.850
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.320
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.159
Spatial Distribution
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Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 6 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.473
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.527
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.958
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.109
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.673
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 8 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.336
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.664
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.752
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 13.070
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.283
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 9 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.275
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0-725
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 1.107
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.OSS
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.233
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 10 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 16-499
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 35-523
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 0.597
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 11 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.817
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.183
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.1,54
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 3.185
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 4.755
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 12 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.066
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.931,
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 10.291
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 89-^21*
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.222
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 13 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.501*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.1+96
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 1-563
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 12.760
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-126
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 14 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.000
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=1.000
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 17-386
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 49-469
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 0.958
Spatial Distribution
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Variance Function




Storm Day July 15 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.033
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.967
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 6-229
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1*2.863
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.51,6
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 18 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.2*88
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.512
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.711
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 1.1*89
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.233
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 26 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.596
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.1*04
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.288
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.341
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.552
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 27 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.008
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.992
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 17-630
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=432.166
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 1.123
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 28 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.290
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.710
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.331
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.270
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3.625
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 29 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.680
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.320
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.282
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.1,19
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 6.622
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day July 30 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.887
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.113
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.035
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.025
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 5-666
Spatial Distribution


























































































































































Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day July 31 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*21
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.579
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.794
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 2.030
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.521
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 1 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.497
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.503
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.414
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.707
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= If.602
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 2 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.951
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.049
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.031
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.053
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.{Y)= 9-460
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 3 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.951
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.049
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.006
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.001
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 8-881
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 5 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.246
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.754
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 3-040
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y) = 21.658
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.758
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 6 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.915
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.085
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.063
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.1214
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 6-924
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 9 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.96'*
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.036
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y) = 0.001*
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.001
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 7-752
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 10 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.001
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.999
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 4.528
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 4.567
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.057
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 19 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.862
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.138
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.038
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.017
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 3-998
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 20 1973
i
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*61
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.539
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y) = 0.211*
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.090
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.500
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 21 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.017
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.983
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 12.295
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var (Y)=102.530
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.583
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 22 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basi'n Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.711
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.289
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.1,1*9
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 1.981*
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 3-9145
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 23 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac) =0.1*85
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.515
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 3.137
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 37-406
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.095
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 27 1973
v
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.783
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.217
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.370
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y) = 1.535
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = i*.255
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 28 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.505
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.495
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.171
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.099
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 3-153
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
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Storm Day Aug 29 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.166
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.834
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.838
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.800
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y) = 1.307
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Aug 31 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.897
/
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.103
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.017
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.005
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C. (Y)= 4.736
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 5 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.927
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.073
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.030
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.): Var(Y)= 0.031
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 7.237
Spatial Distribution
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Rrea (square kilometers)
395
Storm Day Sept 6 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.956
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.044
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.00?
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.002
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 7-988
Spatial Distribution
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flrea (square kilometers)
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Storm Day Sept 9 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.716
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.281*
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 0.11,1,
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.412
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 10.366
Spatial Distribution
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399
Storm Day Sept 15 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.750
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =0.250
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E (Y)= 0.035
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)= 0.008
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y) = 2.891
Spatial Distribution
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Storm Day Sept 16 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.206
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac) =6.794
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 4.790
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.}: Var(Y)= 32.955
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 1.151
Spatial Distribution





















































































































































































Contour Interval: 2 mm.
.--2--
E ( Y o ) - 3.78 mm. /•
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f lrea (square kLLometers)
403
Storm Day Sept 20 1973
Dry Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acd/Ac)=0.030
Wetted Fraction of Total Basin Area: (Acw/Ac)=0.970
Expected Value of Point Depth (mm.): E(Y)= 2.945
Variance of Point Depth (mm. sq.) : Var(Y)13 12.521
Coef. of Skewness of Point Depth: S.C.(Y)= 2.170
Spatial Distribution
of Total Storm Depth Spatial Correlation Variance Function
y(mm.) Acw/Ac (Y>y) v(km.) rho(v) A(km.sq.) Gamma (A)
1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Ik
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2k
25
26
0.628
0.390
0.331
0.276
0.224
0.158
0.128
0.096
0.071
0.047
0.033
0.025
0.018
0.015
0.013
0.010
0.008
0.007'
0.005
0.00k
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.0
0.2
Q.k
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.1*
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3-0
3.2
3-4
3.6
3.8
k.o
4.2
4. 4
4.6
4. 8
5.0
5.2
5.4
5-6
5-8
6.0
1.000
0-991
0.968
0.937
0.898
0.856
0.813
0.771
0.732
0.696
0.662
0.630
0.599
0.570
0.542
0.515
0.490
0.465
0.439
0.413
0.387
0.361
0.334
0.305
0.276
0.247
0.219
0.192
0.166
0.140
0.115
0.00
0.04
0.16
. 0.36
0.64
1.00
1.44
1.96
2.56
3.24
4.00
4.84
5-76
6.76
7.84
9.00
10.24
11.56
12.96
14.44
16.00
17-64
19-36
21.16
23-04
25-00
27.04
29.16
31.36
33-64
36-00
1.000
0.955
0.908
0.860
0.812
0.767
0.727
0.690
0.655
0.622
0.591
0.561
0.533
0.505
0.478
0.451
0.424
0.399
0.375
0.352
0.328
0.305
0.280
0.251
0.217
0.176
0.143
0.106
0.075
0.036
0.018
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